In order to remove redundant data and resolve conflicts in point clouds, we proposed fuzzy clustering reduction strategy in this paper. Original point clouds are decreased before computing other pretreatments. The proposed method involves three processes: reduction of the original data using fuzzy clustering while the point clouds are divided into sub-domains using octree structure, generation of the sub-surface that is fitted the sub-surface by implicit function in each sub-domain, the normal alignment that are computed normal of sub-surface and inference the global normal of surface using iteratively propagate algorithm. The method is suitable to reduce mass point clouds to reconstruct surface that can keep the property of surface. The experimental results show that the model with less sharp feature is more effective than complex model to reduce point clouds by fuzzy clustering.
Introduction
In general, modern 3D laser scanning are capable of producing point clouds that contain millions of sample points in order to achieve the desired acquisition surface. This will lead to more computation and storage of CPU. How to reduce the original point clouds efficiently and obtain the same result using the fewest points have been many researchers' issues at present. Hamann [1] proposes a data reduction scheme for triangulated surfaces according to curvature of triangulated mesh. But it could be used for STL files only. Proportional reduction [2] and average distance reduction [3] are proposed, respectively. It is not reasonable that they use the original point clouds to generate triangular meshes and then compress the mesh. If the point clouds could be reduced directly before generating meshes, this will reduce the amount calculation of generating triangular meshes and subsequent calculations. In addition, these methods lose many details after processing and make the sharp feature smoothly. In this paper, a reduction strategy for point clouds is proposed which point clouds are reduced by fuzzy clustering method. Typical data with sharp feature are kept and others around these data are reduced in proportion during the octree subdivision. Their curvature and normal vector are computed in each unit. At last, the point data retained are reconstructed by propagate algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. We firstly review the related work of surface reconstruction, normal estimation, and reduction of point clouds in Sections 2. In Section 3, we give reduction strategy of point clouds using fuzzy c-mean clustering the algorithm of reduction data and parameters of the FCM Algorithm. In Section 4, calculation of the normal vector, and the procedure of surface reconstruction from point clouds without normal in detail. The results are illustrated feasibility of the proposed approach in Section 5. Conclusions are given at last.
Related Work
Reducing the complexity of point clouds is one of the key preprocessing techniques for subsequent algorithms. Dey et al. [4] presented a point cloud simplification algorithm, which detect redundancy in the input point cloud with the help of the "Cocone" [5] and local feature size concepts. The method requires the computation and maintenance of 3D Voronoi diagrams and tends to be computationally and memory expensive. Sareen et al. [6] introduced each extracted contour was redefined as a cubic B-spline curve by reduced number of control points defined by a user defined reduction ratio. Their algorithm takes a random initial subset of the input point clouds and uses its 3D Delaunay triangulation to define a signed distance function over the set. Song and Feng [7] associated simplification algorithm to reduce the number of data points scanned from a mechanical part, in which the boundary surfaces [8] often contain sharp edges. Even highly dense input point clouds may be simplified to unevenly distributed output point sets. In either case, re-sampling of the input clouds may be necessary to support any effective further processing. Kim et al. [9] adapted both geometry and color attributes to reduce point clouds for surface splitting. Their given geometric and color error-based iterative simplification method produces point clouds with low approximation error. However it is very sensitive in execution time to the size of the input point clouds. Many existing data simplification techniques are complex and not directly applicable to spline-based surface models.
Clustering techniques are mostly unsupervised methods that can be used to organize data into groups based on similarities among the individual data items. Most clustering algorithms do not rely on assumptions common to conventional statistical methods, such as the underlying statistical distribution of data, and therefore they are useful in situations where little prior knowledge exists. A fuzzy level set algorithm [10] is proposed to facilitate medical image segmentation. It is able to directly evolve from the initial segmentation by spatial fuzzy clustering. The controlling parameters of level set evolution are also estimated from the results of fuzzy clustering. Intuitionistic fuzzy C means clustering method [11] using intuitionistic fuzzy set theory. The intuitionistic fuzzy set theory considers another uncertainty parameter which is the hesitation degree that arises while defining the membership function and thus the cluster centers may converge to a desirable location than the cluster centers obtained using fuzzy C means algorithm. The potential of clustering algorithms to reveal the underlying structures in data can be exploited in a wide variety of applications, including classification, image processing, pattern recognition, modeling and identification.
Surface reconstruction continues to be an important application of computer vision. At present, MC, Delaunay triangulation, and implicit surface are three kinds of main algorithms. The interested readers are referred to [12] for a survey. The estimation of oriented normal field is fundamental to these works as oriented normal provide the first-order approximation and identify outside/inside of the underlying sharp. So it is very necessary and important to estimate reliable normal directly for point clouds. Hoppe et al. [13] developed MC algorithm, which estimate normal of each sampling point by calculating k nearest neighbors of sampling point [14] and then linear approximate for the section shape by these tangent planes. The normal of point is the eigenvector associate with the smallest eigenvalue. Gaussian weights are added to sample point's neighbors [15] get more robust and accurate normal estimation using moving least squares (MLS) [16] in some conditions. Actually, these methods belong to low-pass filters and sharp features are smoothed out.
Reduction Strategy of Point Clouds using Fuzzy c-mean Clustering
Using FCM process, we can obtain c(<n) cluster centers. Then let c clusters be practical training data to reconstruct surface. In this sections, we assume that given a set of points p={p 1 
) that are scattered in 3D domain.
Reduce Point Clouds Framework during Partition of Unity
Consider the fuzzy C-Mean(FCM) clustering algorithm with following functions. First, it resolves conflicts in the original training data due to the reasonable distribution of the typical data. Second, it removes the redundant data from the original data, because there is not cluster centre around any redundant datum. Third, it improves the computation size by reducing the number of the training data. Now we summarized FCM as follows [17] .
It minimizes the following objective function with respect to fuzzy memberships
(c) Update U(t) in the following: Calculate the sets I k and * k I (k=1,2,…,n) as
 is a positive and small enough real number, which is a terminal criterion. The matrix norm is taken as [17] 
Parameters of the FCM Algorithm
Before using the FCM algorithm, the following parameters must be specified: the number of clusters (c), the 'fuzziness' exponent (m), the termination tolerance (  ), and the norm inducing matrix (A). Moreover, the fuzzy partition matrix (U) must be initialized. The choices for these parameters [18] are now described one by one.
The number of clusters c is the most important parameter, in the sense that the remaining parameters have less influence on the resulting partition. When clustering real data without any a priori information about the structures in the data, one usually has to make assumptions about the number of underlying clusters. The chosen clustering algorithm then searches for c clusters, regardless of whether they are really present in the data or not.
Validity measures are scalar indices that assess the goodness of the obtained partition. Clustering algorithms generally aim at locating well separated and compact clusters. When the number of clusters is chosen equal to the number of groups that actually exist in the data, it can be expected that the clustering algorithm will identify them correctly. When this is not the case, misclassifications appear, and the clusters are not likely to be well separated and compact. Hence, most cluster validity measures are designed to quantify the separation and the compactness of the clusters.
It has been found to perform well in practice. This index can be interpreted as the ratio of the total within-group variance and the separation of the cluster centers.
The weighting exponent m is a rather important parameter as well, because it significantly influences the fuzziness of the resulting partition. As m approaches one from above, the partition becomes hard (
) and i v are ordinary means of the clusters. As   m , the partition becomes completely fuzzy c ik / 1   and the cluster means are all equal to the mean of Z.
The FCM algorithm stops iterating when the norm of the difference between U in two successive iterations is smaller than the termination parameter  . For the maximum norm The shape of the clusters is determined by the choice of the matrix A. A common choice is A=I, which gives the standard Euclidean norm:
Implicit Function Locally Fitting Framework
In 3D space, the polynomial term for thin-plate is
The unique implicit function is found by solving for the weights i w of the radial basis functions and for the coefficients m 0 , m 1 , m 2 and m 3 of P(x). The unknowns are solved by constructing the following linear system formed by applying (9) to each constraint i c . We use LU decomposition to solve this system in this paper.
Implicit Model for Point Clouds
For any implicit model, implicit function can be written as following:
where X i is point on the surface. n is the numbers of point clouds. c i is added offset point in equation which is not on the surface. w i is weight value of RBF at c i . ) (   is basis function. P(X i ) is a first-order linear polynomial.
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Stitch the Local Surface Framework by Advancing Front Algorithm
After the data reduction and partition are completed and fitted local surface, we obtain several sub-domain data sets i  and sub-surfaces i f (x, y, z) . The normal of implicit subsurface at the node p i , ( i i p   ) can be computed, but these normal vectors are unaligned. In the section, we inference orientation of normal and stitch local surface by advancing front algorithm at the same time.
We choose to infer the normal locally and iteratively propagate the partially determined results over the entire model to obtain the global solution, which its procedure for repeated alignment is similar to [19] . The difference is the selection of the initial point that is checked by an energy function to match between neighboring local surfaces. The maximum coordinate component of the point is defined the initial point in this paper. If the z coordinate component of p i is the maximum, its normal vector matches the z axis after comparing. In this way, the local surface including p i is defined the initial surface with the normal vector and its orientation, and then propagate its neighbors surface. The alignment procedure in detail can be summarized as algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Inference orientation of normal and stitch local surfaces algorithm
Step 1. Compare all coordinate components of points and find the maximum;
Step 2. Put the local surface i  including maximum point into active list;
Step 3. Mark other local surfaces as 0 and put into wait list F;
Step 4. while F is not empty to traverse the unaligned regions of the model until all the sub-surfaces have been properly normal. The unit adjacent to a graph node are activated and inserted into the active list. To complete this inference procedure, the consistently sub implicit patches are then smoothly blended to form the overall approximate surface G at the same time.
Results
The purpose of the experiments is to evaluate the performance of our proposed framework by reconstructing three models. Experimental results present in this section are generated on a PC equipped with an Intel Core 2 processor at 2.93GHz and 2GB main memory. The input data set is from 3D laser scanner, PICZA LPX-250. In the experiment, the models of rabbit, spider, and head are selected. The scanned numbers of the models are showed in Table 1 and their stereo pictures of point clouds can be seen in Figure 1(a) . However, the greater the amount of data is, the more computation is. It is necessary to reduce the data before computation, especially for the simple model.
According to the reduction strategy in this paper, the amount of data for two models is reduced. After comparing,
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. 0   could obtain the best result. Half of data is cut in one half on the whole. Due to the model of duck is not sharp, data have been decreased by almost two-thirds. On the contrary, the models of pig are more complex and its data are decreased one-second. In particular, the face of pig model is more sharply, surface reconstruction can not fit the desired accuracy if the data are decreased in this area. We only reduced the data of face range according to the value of  . In Figure 1 (b) , the reduced model of point clouds can be seen. The amount of data and the time of data reducing are shown in Table 1 Local variational implicit surfaces are computed and refined until desired accuracy 4 10 6   is achieved. From Table 2 , it takes longer time to compute normal and reconstruct surface using original data than to do that using reduced data. For the simple model such as duck, its time of reconstruction using reduced data is reduced two-thirds due to simple models contains less data. While the model of toy pig is more complex than duck, they contain more data. Although the surface reconstruction using reduced data costs one-second time than that using original data, we spend some time to reduce data. In order to keep the model accuracy, less data is decreased. Figure 1(c) illustrates the capability of the proposed approach and reconstruct surfaces from point clouds without normal efficiently. Table 2 summarizes the computation time of three models evaluated. 
Conclusions
A novel reduction strategy from point clouds is proposed. Two key advantages of the scheme are the reduction algorithm for original data and the normal of surface obtained by iteratively propagate algorithm. While the global point clouds are divided into several smaller sub-domains, the original data are decreased by fuzzy c-mean clustering at the same time. So we can simplify the problem of reconstruction and save much computation time and storage of CPU. We fit the sub-surface by implicit function and compute the normal of sub-surface in each sub-domain. Finally, the overall surface is formed after repeatedly inferring normal among the sub-surfaces. The approach is more obvious to the relatively simple model than the complex model. The future work should be improved the reduction algorithm for the complex model and the inference algorithm of normal orientation.
